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decision to purchase ten GEC Series 63 computers against he wishes of the research 
community (who wanted American equipment), and the prolonged deliberations 
which culminated in Plessey’s withdrawal from one of the largest projects, the 
Speech-input wordprocessor demonstrator. In each case the accounts are refreshingly 
balanced and free from self-justification. 
The book is stronger in its coverage of the earlier part of the Programme, in part 
because this corresponded with Oakley’s period in office. It was written before many 
of the technical outcomes became clear. Nevertheless I found the last chapter, the 
ex-Director’s assessment of whether it was all worthwhile, the most interesting. A 
recurring theme is the contrast between the technical achievements of Alvey and 
the lack of industrial will and resources to exploit them. The VLSI area comes under 
particular scrutiny in this respect, bearing in mind that during the course of the 
Programme, the number of larger UK firms involved was reduced from five to one 
or two. A serious question is raised 2s to why so much public money was invested 
in this area if, as is argued, the writing was already on the wall at the time. 
Not all is pessimism; the benefits of collaboration and the creation of a community 
of researchers remain, as do a number of successes in exploitation. With a suitably 
mythical touch, the book concludes that government cannot continue to abdicate 
its role and like Camelot, the age of cooperation will return. The implication is that 
the industry has now entered the Dark Ages. 
The main question in reviewing this book is whether it is of interest to those not 
directly involved in Alvey (for whom it makes compulsive reading)? The answer is 
positive. The candour with which it is written is a rare example of open government 
in the UK and provides a platform from which more detailed lessons relevant to 
anyone interested in research, as sponsor or participant, may benefit. 
Luke GEORGHIOU* 
Programme of lblicy Research in 
Engineering Science and Technology 
University of Manchester 
Manchester, United Kingdom 
Greg MichaeIson, An Introduction tu Functional Programming through Lambda Calculus 
(Addison-Wesley, Wokingham, United Kingdom, 1990), Price ;E 17.95 (paperback), 
ISBN O-201-17812-5. 
The title is an apt description of the book. In his own words, the author sets the 
A-calculus as “a universal machine code for programming languages” and uses it 
as such to lead the reader to an understanding of the principles of functional 
* Dr. Georghiou was joint !eader of the official evaluation of the Alvey Programme from 1984 to 1990. 
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languages. The text covers referential transpare:.cy, function abstraction and q-pli:a- 
tion, recursion, representing numbers and other datatypes in the calculus, evaluation 
order, and it also contains some material on types. It concludes with a brief 
description of ML and LISP (and Scheme) as means of using the A-calculus in 
practice. The text is intended as a course book and is based on caurses given by 
the author both to undergraduate and graduate computing studsnts with some 
computing experience. It contains many exercises at the end of each chapter, with 
solutions at the end of the book. 
The key principle of the A-calculus, namely abstraction, is introduced easily, 
providing a comfortable introduction to the notion of functions. Even the idea of 
abstracting over functions themselves arises naturally and without fuss, and the 
reader may wonder why higher-order functions are ever thought of as complicated. 
After laying down the foundation of the calculus (informally only-go elsewhere 
for a formal and rigorous developmtq+\ I cj, its power is explored through extensive 
and, on occasiorl, repetitious examples. Meth dds for modelling booleans and integers 
are given, demonstrating how the usual operations may be programmed without 
any need to extend the calculus. Syntactic sugar is used, but the reader is frequently 
reminded that all new notations may be translated back into the pure calculus. 
Though much of this development is carried through successfully, it seems a pity 
that standard bracketing conventions are not used. It is not even as though the 
convention used has any clear advantages -it is merely slightl, different from what 
the reader will encounter in other texts, and so may lead to confusion. 
On a more positive note, it is often claimed that those reared on iterative 
programming techniques such as are commonly used in C and Pascal tend to find 
the concept of recursion difficult. In this book, the author leads the reader to see 
recursion as nothing more than the means of “repetition in functional programming”, 
presumably leaving deeper explorations of recursion to other texts. As a consequence, 
no flashy uses of recursion appear and so the reader new to recursion is likely to 
have few difficulties. The Y combinator is introduced, demonstrating how its 
definition embodies the notion of repetition through self-application. 
The introduction to datatypes is perhaps less successful. Lists, and many other 
types, are defined and even though presenlted with cooious examples, still appear 
to be rather magical. There is little or no discussion of the underlying principles, 
and it is not always clear whether particular design decisions are crucial or whether 
there are other equally good alternatives. Despite this, many of the usual list 
processing functions are presented in a form and at a speed unlikely to cause 
confusion. 
The development of dynamic types is interesting. Typed objects are defined to 
be typeless implemtzntations, paired with their types. When operations on typed 
data are defined, they are made to check the types of the arguments and only if 
these are correct do es the operation take place. Perhaps the best aspect of the 
development is that all the low-level manipulation of types is completely hidden 
once defined and the reader can almost forget about them. Unfoitunately, not 
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enough is made of this advantage, and in later chapters the reader is truly likely to 
forget that type information is present! 
The order of evaluation of expressions normally dominates early chapters of texts 
on the A-calculus. In contrast, this book presents the material towards the end-and 
even then only informally. Consequently, the reader is able to come to the discussion 
of evaluation orders with a considerable body of intuition from the earlier chapters, 
and so should obtain more insight into the consequences of particular choices. After 
comparing and contrasting applicative order reduction with normal order reduction, 
lazy evaluation is introduced briefly as “a way of combining the best aspects of 
normal and applicative order P-reduction”. This introduction is L .ot as easy as it 
could be, and the reader is likely to have little intuition as to how it could be carried 
out in practice. 
The final chapters of the book provide quick introductions to ML and LISP (and 
Scheme) showing ho>w “real” language, = en&&y the principles expounded earlier. 
Given the declared benefit of lazy evaluation, it seems a pity that only strict languages 
were chosen-there are enough good lazy functional languages around to make a 
similar chapter on one of them worthwhile. Nonetheless, these chapters are certainly 
valuable, and would be sufficient to prepare the adventurous reader for functional 
programming in reality. However, it ought to be emphasised that this text provides 
only an introduction: in order to explore the richness of functional programmirg 
techniques a more advanced text would certainly be required. 
Overall, the book is very easy to read. It is a slow (almost plodding) step-by-step 
guide to some of the methods of programming in functional languages that should 
not over-tax any computing student. On the other hand, it may be that students 
would be better served by a more direct introduction to functional programming, 
to be followed up by a more rigorous introduction to the h-calculus. 
John LAUNCHBURY 
Department of Computing Science 
University qf Glasgow 
Glasgow, United Kingdom 
David A. Watt, Programming Language Concepts and Paradigms (Prentice Hall, Hemel 
Hempstead, United Kingdom, 1990), Price g16.95 (paperback), ISBN O-13-728866-2. 
As a teacher of courses on programming languages, I have long been searching 
for a book which would exhibit all of the basic concepts without getting bogged 
down in syntactic trivia, or in tedious explications of particular languages. I think 
this book may just about be what I was looking for. Certainly, as I read through 
some topic I would think “But he hasn’t mentioned point X yet”, almost invariably 
to see it turn up on the next page. 
